
A technique-packed workshop where students will learn easy paper piecing and joining curved units together with 
square corners. The Pickle Dish pattern is a streamlined approach similar to the Double Wedding Ring (and quicker!). 
Four blocks make one large unit. Students should be able to complete two or more of the four blocks in our 4 hour 
class.

Students will learn:
   -- Accurate 1/4” piecing
   -- Paper piecing with accuracy
   -- Working with curved units

Kit Fee waived for enrolled students. Pattern includes all 8 foundations, along with master patterns and several pages 
of clear instructions

Class Preparation for 4 Blocks. See next page for the larger 16 block quilt.
Select your colors, either scrappy or controlled. You will need the following:
  - 1/3 yard white or other color for block backgrounds
  - 8 squares for large curved unit corners: 4-1/4” (or bring eight  5” squares to be trimmed down to fit)
  - 48 strips 3” x 5” for the paper pieced fan wedges
  - 3-1/2” x wof strip for the four teardrop shapes in the center of the paper pieced curved units
  - Freezer paper for cutting out the teardrop shapes AND background curved units. 18” square is adequate
*** ADD-A-QUARTER ruler is a MUST.  

Please consult the Zoom General Supply List for other items needed (ie, pins, thread, machine, etc)

The Modern Pickle Dish Quilt©
by Debby Kratovil  
kratovil@his.com

An updated version in happy colors!

Block Size: 11-1/4”

Pickledish in Brights

Pickledish in Black & Reds: 33” x 33”



Pickledish Quilt Planning Chart
Class with Debby Kratovil

Place swatches of your fabrics here to help plan your color placement



16 Block Pickle Dish Quilt© by Debby Kratovil
Block Size: 11-1/4”
Quilt Size: 58” x 58”

Fabric Supplies for 16 Block Quilt
-- 1-1/2 yards white for block backgrounds
-- 32 squares 4-1/4” (or one 4-1/4” x wof strip EACH of four different fabrics for a more controlled look
-- 192 strips 3” x 5” for the “spokes” in the pieced arcs OR 11 fat quarters, which will yield the needed strips
-- 1/3 yard fabric for melons
-- 5/8 yard inner border and binding (black stripe)
-- 1-3/4 yards outer border (for unpieced lengths)
-- Freezer paper for templates
-- Newsprint (or other lightweight paper) for printing foundations
-- 66” x 66” batting and backing

The Modern Pickle Dish Quilt©
by Debby Kratovil  
kratovil@his.com

703.934.2952

Pickledish in Brights. 16 Blocks. 58” x 58” with borders



Planning your 16 Block Pickle Dish Quilt©
by Debby Kratovil

You can use this line drawing to plan your fabrics and colors.


